Introduction may attend to the stimulus more strongly than when no motion is perceived (e.g., control trials). Second, previThe motion aftereffect (MAE) occurs when prolonged ous fMRI MAE experiments were performed under viewviewing of motion in one direction makes subsequently ing conditions without explicit attentional control, so viewed stationary stimuli appear to move in the opposite subjects were free to allocate attention differentially bedirection. This well-known, engaging illusion is believed tween MAE and control trials. Third, attention can into reflect the adaptation of direction-selective neurons crease MT/MTϩ responses. in visual cortex. Models of the MAE hypothesize that the To separate the effects of attention from adaptation, direction specificity of the MAE percept (e.g., rightward we measured fMRI responses during the MAE under adaptation yields a leftward MAE) results from an imbalconditions of both passive viewing and directed attenance in the post-adaptation responsiveness of different tion. Under passive viewing conditions (similar to those subpopulations of direction-selective neurons (Mather, used in previous fMRI studies), MTϩ responses were 1980; Mather and Harris, 1998; Sutherland, 1961) . For larger during the MAE. However, under conditions of example, rightward adaptation decreases the respondirected attention (when subjects were required to persiveness of rightward-selective neurons, with little or form a threshold-level task on the motion of the stimuno effect on the responsiveness of leftward-selective lus), MTϩ responses were equally large on MAE and neurons. Following adaptation, a stationary test pattern control trials. This result suggests that the response will evoke larger responses in the unadapted leftwardincreases observed in previous fMRI experiments may selective neurons than in the adapted rightward-selechave been due to attention to the aftereffect. tive neurons, yielding a percept of leftward motion.
After identifying and eliminating this attentional conSingle-unit electrophysiology experiments suggest found, we performed two complementary tests for directhat the responses of some direction-selective neurons tion-selective adaptation. In the first experiment, subare affected in direction-specific ways by motion adapjects were adapted to one direction of motion, and then tation. Responses of direction-selective neurons are deviewed test stimuli moving in either the adapted direcpressed by unidirectional motion in their preferred direction or the direction opposite that of adaptation. Direction, with little or no effect of prolonged motion in the tion-selective adaptation was observed in MTϩ, V1, and V2, and simultaneously collected psychophysical data revealed a complementary direction-selective asymme-presentations of a stimulus moving in a single direction, and compared to responses when the direction of stimulus motion varied from trial to trial. Robust directionselective adaptation was observed in MTϩ as well as in earlier visual cortical areas. We interpret our results as evidence that (1) motion adaptation yields a direction-selective decrease in the responses of neurons selective for the adapted direction of motion; and (2) previous neuroimaging MAE experiments confounded this adaptation-induced response decrease with a response increase caused by attention to the illusory percept of motion during the MAE. These findings challenge the notion that the perception of motion is necessarily correlated with a net increase in MTϩ activity. Instead, our results confirm that the MAE reflects an imbalance in the relative responses of subpopulations of neurons with different direction preferences. In addition, our results suggest that a particularly high proportion of neurons in human MTϩ are direction selective, the defining characteristic of neurons in macaque MT and MST. ing motion, blank storage, stationary test, and blank rest (Figure 1 ). This storage protocol (similar to that used by He et al., 1998) with long blank periods allowed us to a statistically reliable difference in at least two of the three subjects. We emphasize our efforts to maximize separate responses to the stationary test stimulus from responses to the moving adaptor because the blank the strength of the perceptual aftereffect: stimulus parameters were optimized based on extensive psychoperiods were long enough to allow the hemodynamic response to return close to baseline. In each fMRI scan, physical pilot studies, the adaptation direction was the same throughout each scanning session, subjects were subjects viewed a counterbalanced sequence of MAE and control trials. On MAE trials, both the left and right instructed to attend carefully to the adaptation stimulus, and subjects confirmed that they had experienced a gratings moved inward toward the fixation point for the duration of the adapting motion period. On control trials, strong perceptual MAE. We then repeated our measurements under condithe gratings alternated their direction of motion (inward/ outward) every 0.5 s to avoid direction-specific adaptations of directed attention. If increased attention during the MAE trials was actually driving the observed intion. After the storage period, the stationary test gratings appeared to move (drifting outward, exhibiting a MAE) crease in response, then forcing subjects to pay equal attention to MAE and control trials should reduce or on MAE trials but were veridically perceived as stationary (no MAE) on control trials. eliminate the response difference. To equate attention during the corresponding test periods of MAE and conIn accord with the results of previous fMRI studies, MTϩ responses during the test period were larger on trol trials, we instructed subjects to perform a sequence of 2-alternative forced-choice speed discriminations MAE trials than on control trials. Figure 2 shows a representative MTϩ time series during the test period from during the 5 s test period of all trials. During MAE trials, both gratings appeared to drift outward (due to the subject ACH, as well as MTϩ response amplitudes for all three subjects. The response amplitudes demon-MAE); the grating with the threshold-level physical motion added to it appeared to move very slightly faster. strated a significantly larger MTϩ response during the MAE for all subjects (ACH, p Ͻ .00005; ARW, p Ͻ .01; During control trials, both gratings appeared approximately stationary (because there was no MAE), but the BTB, p Ͻ .05; 2-tailed t test). On average, MTϩ amplitudes were 42% larger on MAE than control trials. We grating with the slight motion increment sometimes appeared to move very slightly outward. were therefore able to replicate the pattern of results described in previous MAE experiments in every subject.
Results

Figure 1. Stimulus and Protocol for Passive Viewing versus Directed Attention Experiment
Separating Attention from Adaptation
Requiring subjects to perform this task on both MAE and control trials allowed us to dissociate the effects Although some other visual areas in some subjects exhibited similar trends, no area other than MTϩ showed of attention from those of adaptation by (1) equating were no significant individual differences in this pattern of results (F 2,105 ϭ .392, p ϭ .68; ns subject ϫ trial type ϫ collected in the scanner to confirm that subjects were performing the task at threshold difficulty levels on both viewing condition). The observed similarity of responses on MAE and MAE and control trials ( Table 1 ). The physical motion of the gratings was extremely slow (speed increments of control trials under conditions of directed attention does not simply reflect low statistical power. In an effort to ‫60.0ف‬Њ/s). Because subjects were at psychophysical threshold ‫%57ف(‬ correct), they reported that it was often optimize our ability to detect a small difference between MAE and control trials, we collected a large number of difficult to discern the presence of motion on control trials and the speed difference on MAE trials, and that repeated measures (30-60) of each trial type within each of three subjects, as compared to previous neuroimagthey often felt that they were guessing to perform the task.
ing experiments which comprised ‫8-2ف‬ repetitions of each trial type in each of ‫21-5ف‬ subjects. We emphasize Directing attention by requiring subjects to perform this task removed all significant differences in MTϩ rethat our design was powerful enough to clearly replicate the passive viewing difference between MAE and control sponses ( Figure 3) ; when subjects were required to attend equally to MAE and control trials (as opposed to trials in every subject. Yet, under directed attention, no subjects showed a marginally significant difference being allowed to naturally attend more strongly to the MAE), MTϩ responses were not significantly different between MAE and control trials. responses were not significantly different on MAE and ments cannot by themselves account for the differences between the directed attention and passive viewing recontrol trials. First, we instructed the subject to perform the same speed discrimination task but on a brief (0.5 sults. The speed increments were added to both MAE and control trials. Given that MTϩ activity was not satus) test stimulus. Second, we instructed the subject to perform a threshold-level contrast discrimination task rated, responses could have increased due to the added speed increments on both MAE and control trials. on the brief (0.5 s) test stimulus. Third, we instructed subjects to perform a speed discrimination task on a One might be concerned, nonetheless, that there was a slight physical motion in our directed attention experimoving test stimulus (‫8ف‬Њ/s presented for 5 s). In each variant, results were comparable to those in the main ment. There would indeed be cause for concern if MTϩ responses were equally large whenever motion was perexperiment. Figure 4A ). Each trial consisted of 4 s of top-up adaptation followed by a 0.5 s moving test stimulus. On opposite direction trials, the test stimulus moved in the direction opposite that of adaptation; on adapted direction trials, the test stimulus moved in the same direction as adaptation. This repeated sequence of top-up adaptation followed by a brief test trial allowed us to keep the adaptation state relatively constant during each scan. To control attention and to test for a perceptual effect of adaptation, subjects performed a speed discrimination task on each trial during the course of each fMRI experiment.
Direction-selective adaptation in MTϩ was evident in smaller responses after adaptation than neurons with the opposite direction preference. a direction-selective manner (Table 2) ; speed-discrimiTo properly interpret the absolute magnitude of the nation thresholds (measured during the fMRI scans) mean amplitudes (which ranged from 0.035 to 0.081), it were lower for adapted direction than for opposite direcis important to recognize that adapted and opposite tion test stimuli (ACH, p Ͻ .005; ARW, p Ͻ .05; DJH, direction trials were identical except for the direction of p Ͻ .05; bootstrapped comparison of same and opposite motion of the test stimulus. The duration of the test direction trials). This direction-selective psychophysical stimulus (0.5 s) was short relative to the trial duration (6 effect is a behavioral correlate of our finding of directions), so that the effective duty cycle was only 1/12 th of the selective adaptation in cortical activity, as well as confirblock alternation period. After scaling the responses by mation that our stimulus conditions elicited strong per-12 to compensate for the small duty cycle, the average ceptual adaptation effects. This finding complements response amplitudes in MTϩ ranged from 0.41 to 0.97 recent reports of enhanced speed sensitivity following across the three subjects. Although this correction asmotion adaptation (Bex et al., 1999; Clifford and Wendesumes linearity of the hemodynamic response (scaling roth, 1999), demonstrating the direction selectivity of the duty cycle scales the response by the same factor), these sensitivity changes. the resulting scaled response amplitudes are within a Adapted versus Mixed Direction Experiment factor of two of those observed in our second directionAs a complementary test for direction selectivity, we selective adaptation experiment (see Table 3 ).
Adaptation improved psychophysical performance in adopted a protocol developed by Grill-Spector et al.
MTϩ than in any other visual area ( Figure 5D ). V3A 1983; Zeki, 1974). subjects to indicate when a perceptual MAE was present. Note that these duration estimation or aftereffect Subjects again performed a speed discrimination task on each trial to control attention. detection tasks, if anything, could exaggerate the attentional difference between MAE and control trials. On Strong direction-selective adaptation was evident in MTϩ for all subjects, with larger responses during mixed MAE trials, subjects needed to attend for several seconds to judge the end of the aftereffect. On control trials, direction blocks than adapted direction blocks (p Ͻ 10 Ϫ5 , Figure 5B ). Direction-selective adaptation was also no MAE occurred, so there was less time devoted to making the judgment. present in earlier visual areas including V1 (e.g., p Յ .05 for V1 across subjects), although the absolute magniThe MAE is a compelling perceptual experience that draws attention. As the MAE weakens over time, returns tudes of these effects were considerably smaller than in MTϩ (Table 3) . To properly compare the strength of after storage, or alternatingly appears and disappears based on the location of the test stimulus, subjects not these adaptation effects, it is necessary to take into account possible differences in baseline responsivity under attentional control would likely attend more strongly when the MAE was perceived than when it was across different individuals and across visual areas. We therefore defined a "direction selectivity index," which absent or weak. We observed MTϩ response increases only when subjects were not performing a thresholdwe computed as the ratio of the mean response from the adaptation scans to the mean response elicited during a level task, and hence were free to attend more strongly during MAE than control trials. The attention that an separate series of baseline scans ( Figure 5C ). In these baseline scans, the stimulus alternated between 18 s of unconstrained observer may direct toward the stimulus during the MAE does not cause the illusory percept of moving dots (alternating direction every 1 s, displayed in apertures identical to those in the adaptation scans) motion; rather, attention is increased given that the MAE percept is already occurring. and 18 s of a blank screen.
Discussion
The direction selectivity index was much larger in When Tootell et al. (1995a) first reported MAE-related sulting percepts were virtually identical in all respects to viewing the display without binoculars from a distance of 50 cm.
Experimental Procedures
Each subject participated in 4-5 sessions to measure MAE-related activity. Passive viewing scans were performed during the first two sessions. Then subjects spent several days practicing the task before the directed attention scans, performed during the next two or General Subjects three scanning sessions. We collected 30-60 repeats of each trial type in each subject. fMRI and psychophysical data were collected in four subjects, males, ages 25-39, all with normal or corrected-to-normal vision.
In each scan, subjects viewed a counterbalanced series of MAE and control trials ( Figure 1B) . On MAE trials, the adapting gratings All were experienced psychophysical observers, subject ARW was naïve as to the hypothesis of the passive viewing versus directed drifted inward toward fixation for the full 25.5 s motion period. On control trials, the adapting gratings alternated their direction of moattention experiment. The experiments were undertaken with the written consent of each subject, and in compliance with the safety tion (inward/outward) every 0.5 s. A uniform gray field (equal mean luminance) replaced the gratings during blank periods. guidelines for MR research.
Data Acquisition
Stimulus parameters (size, spatial frequency, speed) were selected to produce the strongest perceptual MAE, based on previous Each subject participated in several scanning sessions: one to obtain a high-resolution anatomical volume, one to identify MTϩ, one psychophysical measurements of the MAE (Pantle, 1974; Wright and Johnston, 1985) and extensive psychophysical pilot experiments. to identify the retinotopically organized cortical visual areas, several to measure motion adaptation, and one to measure baseline reSubjects were instructed to fixate while attending to the stimulus throughout the scan, as attending to the adaptor produces a sponses.
MR imaging was performed using either a clinical 1.5T GE or 3T stronger aftereffect (Buchel et al., 1998; Chaudhuri, 1990 ; Rees et al., 1997; Shulman, 1993). GE scanner, using a custom-designed dual surface coil. A bite bar stabilized subjects' heads. Subjects viewed the stimuli while a time Psychophysical Task during fMRI Scans. During directed attention scans, the 5 s test period was divided into three equal duration series of fMRI volumes were acquired every 1.5 s using a T2*-sensitive, spiral-trajectory, gradient-echo pulse sequence (Glover, (1.67 s) subtrials. On each subtrial, one grating (left or right) moved very slowly outward, while the other was stationary. Subjects viewed 1999; Glover and Lai, 1998; Sawyer-Glover and Glover, 1998). Pulse sequence parameters for each experiment are shown in Table 4 . the three consecutive subtrials and then indicated which grating appeared to move faster more often. No (correct/incorrect) feedback The slice prescription was selected to cover the retinotopic visual areas and to extend rostrally to include MTϩ. was provided. Speeds (on average ‫60.0ف‬Њ/s) were determined separately for each subject, based on asymptotic performance during Each MR scanning session began by acquiring a set of T1-weighted anatomical images in the same slices as the functional practice sessions, to yield ‫%08ف‬ correct performance (Table 1) . (Smith et al., 1999) , and (2) dividing each either inward or outward, but one moved slightly faster than the other. The speed increments were determined by a pair of intervoxel's time series by its mean intensity to convert the data from arbitrary image intensity units to units of percent signal modulation leaved 3-down, 1-up adaptive staircases (one for opposite direction and one for adapted direction trials) that continuously adjusted the and to compensate for the decrease in mean image intensity with distance from the surface coil. The resulting time series were avertest speeds so that each subject would be approximately 80% correct. The resulting psychophysical data (collapsed across scans aged throughout the gray matter corresponding to each visual area's representation of the stimulus. and scanning sessions) were fit with a Weibull function using a maximum likelihood fitting procedure (Watson, 1979) , and the speed The relative fMRI response amplitudes (Figures 2B and 3B) were computed as follows. The time series for each trial was extracted increment thresholds were defined as those which yielded 80% correct in the fitted psychometric function. Statistics on the psychobeginning when the test stimulus appeared and ending at the end of the blank rest period following the test period. Each trial's time physical data were calculated using a bootstrapping procedure (Efron and Tibishirani, 1993): (1) the original psychophysical data series can be regarded as a vector of time samples, R i , where i is the trial index. All N trials of a particular fMRI scanning session were were resampled with replacement 10,000 times; (2) each set of resampled data was fit with a Weibull function and thresholds were averaged together, regardless of trial type, to create a session-mean time series: estimated (as described above); and (3) statistics (e.g., 95% confidence intervals) were computed on this resampled threshold distribution. R ϭ 1 N ͚ N iϭ1 R i fMRI Data Analysis. fMRI data were preprocessed as described above and response amplitudes were calculated using techniques Next, we computed a normalized relative amplitude for each trial, fMRI Data Analysis. The fMRI data were analyzed using the same as on MAE trials in the fMRI experiment) while the other alternated techniques described for the adapted versus opposite direction between moving inward and outward every 0.5 s (as on control experiment (above). trials). Thus, one grating yielded a MAE following adaptation while the other did not. The gratings were then replaced with a uniform
